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About Us
Gold and silver are mostly preferred in their purest forms. This leads to the fact that they require
smelting and reﬁning as it is only these two reliable processes that with pressure, chemicals
and heat removes various impurities and make gold and silver the valuable metals of the age.
With the growing need for pure gold, silver coins, authentic metal jewellery and metal bars in
the global marketplace, rising is the importance of prompt and smooth metal reﬁning. Taking a
strong step ahead in meeting such emerging needs is Jeweltech Jewel Equipments, which is a
reputable ﬁrm serving as a manufacturer and exporter of Reﬁning Machines, mainly
Automatic Gold Reﬁning Machine and Automatic Silver Reﬁning Machine. Process
requirements of silver and gold processing companies are taken into account while designing
and developing these aforesaid machines. It is with our focus over users wants that we create
100% user-friendly machines in many standard dimensions and capacities.

Nationally Famed, Internationally Acclaimed
Gaining an edge in the challenging marketplace becomes diﬃcult for those companies that fail
to prioritize quality for pleasing customers. For our company, delighting customers has never
been a problem because right from the beginning, our focus is over quality production. In fact, it
is the result of maintaining top quality standards in production that we have become a
nationally famed and internationally acclaimed business unit. In 16 years of our industrial
presence, we have increased our network of supplying Automatic Silver Reﬁning Machine and
Automatic Gold Reﬁning Machine, from local Indian markets to International markets of South
Africa, UAE, Thailand, USA, Tanzania, Dubai and Malaysia.

Constant Research For Better Development
Jeweltech Jewel Equipments believes in continuous improvement in production of reﬁning
machines so as to attain the position of a leader in the industry. Our growth in the production
and supplying of machines is the result of the support of our experts appointed at our R&D
department. We have the smartest professionals having deep insight of the industry who look
for better techniques as well as technologies to come up with modern ways of boosting
development of our machines.

Our Products

Automatic Silver Reﬁning Machine

Automatic Gold Reﬁning Machine

Gold Reﬁning Machine

Silver Reﬁning Machine
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